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More info edited Simon is the son of Joseph Palathinkal, a multimillionaire business. One night during the night patrol, Niranjan finds Simon stabbed and murdered on a highway. Who killed him? And why? Sketch Summary | Add Parental Guide Synopshell: Add Content Advice for Parents » User Review Official Site Edit
| Official site release date: 17 November 2010 (India) See more » Aspect ratio: 1.85: 1 View full technical specifications » This article is about the exciting film Malayalam 2010. For other uses, see exciting. The ThrillerTheatrical release posterDirected byB. UnnikrishnanProduced bySabu K. CherianWritten byB.
UnnikrishnanStarringPrithviraj SukumaranCatherine TresaSiddiqueLalu AlexSampath RajMusic byDharan KumarIshaan DevCinematographyBharani K. DharanEdited byManojRelease date 17 November 2010 (2010-11-17) CountryIndiaLanguageMalayalam The Thriller is a 2010 Indian Malayalam action thriller film
written and directed by B. Unnikrishnan. It stars Prithviraj Sukumaran, Catherine Tresa, Siddick, Lalo Alexei and Sampat Raj in pivotal roles. [1] It was published on November 17. Later, he was dubbed in Hindi with the same title. [2] Plot The film is based on the murder case of a business man who formed the headlines
in the media of Kerala for more than three months. The case had attracted the attention of its mysterious planning and implementation. [3] Cast Prithviraj Sukumaran as D.C.P Nayranjan Catherine Teresa as Meera Krishnakumar Siddique as A.D.G.P Balagopal Lalu Alex as I.G. Thomas Mathieu Vijayaragawan plays
Niranjan Prajin's father as Simon Joseph Palatongal Sampat Raj as Martin Dinakar Uma Padmanabhan as Mira Malika Kapoor's mother as Magna Gupta M.R. Gopakumar plays Adv.Uthaman Pillai Shivaji Guruvayoor as D.G.P. Eapen Kishor Satya as Simon's brother Joseph Pavan as Udayabhanu Riyaz Khan as
Paramada Subhash Sobayer as C.I Alex Kollam Thul Tasi as Chief Minister P. Sreekumar as S.I Shihabudeen Sasi Kalinga as S.I Shivarajan Tosh Christy as Joshwa Anand as City Police Commissioner Manmohan Dinesh Panicker as Joseph Palathingal Mamta Mohandas as Special Appearance V. K. Baiju Production
The Thriller was the thriller fifth consecutive super star project of B. Unnikrishnan, the previous ones being Smart City , I G Inspector General, Madambi and Pramaani starring Suresh Gopi, Mohanlal and Mammootty. [2] In the thriller, he teamed up with Prithviraj, constantly praised by the media as a future superstar. The



director once again chose a contemporary investigative story that suspends and intrigues viewers on the breathless Roller Coaster ride. [2] Unnikrishnan said he spent several months studying similar cases and police investigative methods, including cyber cell work to come to a logical narrative. [2] Parithaviraj plays a
tough cop and Kenny, who is investigating the murder, in the film. This is the first time I've acted as a police officer who is tracking down a killer, he says. It's an outside and out suspension thriller, says Prithviraj. Although he does. Khaki in several films, he is the first to play a role that makes him explore a particular case.
[2] The director has also played several new faces in the film to play important characters. While Prajan plays the young entrepreneur (Simon Panatingal), mysteriously found dead on the highway, Miss India South runner Catherine plays the female frontrunner in the film. Malika Kapoor also plays an important character.
Tamil actor Sampat Raj has played a negative role. [2] The first program of the thriller is underway and is around Thiruvananthapuram, Kovalam and Vizhinjam. The second program of the film is likely to take place in a foreign country. [4] No.TitleSinger(s)Length1 soundtrack. PriyankariHaricharan, Mamta Mohandas 2.
Thriller ThrillerPrithivraj, Sunitha Parthasarathy 3. MizhiyilRanjith, SuVi 4. PriyakariBenny Dayal 5. Orma Than NilaveAlphons Joseph, Shweta Mohan 6. Aarandum KoorikoottiMammootty, Bashir 7. Paadan NinakkoruM. G. Sreekumar, K. S. Chithra 8. Maavin ChottileShweta Mohan 9. Oru Minna MinniJassie Gift,
Devanand, Pradeep Palluruthy References ^ ^ a b c d e e f Saraswathy Nagarajan (12 November 2010). Exciting on the cards. Chennai, India: The Hindu. Retrieved 12 November 2010. ^ ^ External links Official website[dead link] The Thriller on IMDb Retrieved from A rich businessman is found murdered under
mysterious circumstances. A young investigative officer named D. C P. Niranjan (Parithviraj) is in charge of the case and is looking for the main suspect out, a Dubai-based dawn. Dubai.
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